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"Fantastic Read! Waited and waited for this 3rd installment. MWM did not disappoint!" Gordon
Parks Finally, Cameron Decker is reunited with Heather—the love of his life, now a fellow
galactic traveler in her own right. Each has survived their own hellish experiences. Now onboard
their new starship, they settle in for the journey home to Earth—or what’s left of it. News is not
good: the massive, tentacled Loths are multiplying at an astounding rate, and much of
humankind has either perished, succumbing to the rampaging beasts, or moved on to other
worlds. But soon, the starship is critically damaged, requiring extensive repairs before the
journey can continue. Even their immediate survival hangs in the balance. Heather decides to
take a pair of escape pods and head to Earth with a motley crew, while Cameron stays back with
his Loth and his alien friend, Joe, who are too large to fit. They set down on the nearby planet
Volegare, but the plan for repairs quickly becomes a nightmare—not only is Volegare full of
hostile lifeforms, but it’s also plagued by constant volcanic eruptions. It seems that nothing will
go as planned for either Cameron or Heather. As their separate adventures play out, placing
them and their friends in mortal danger, this time reuniting may not be in the cards. And there
may not even be a homeworld for them to return to . . .Reviews:Robert's Review and
CommentsGreat book, you had me going when a certain ship was destroyed by XI. Glad the
bugger is history. The Prions are a cool bunch, enjoyed their efforts. Thanks for a GoodRead. -
RobertI enjoyed the stories in all three books in the Ship Wrecked SeriesI've been a true science
fiction fan of the great writers for many decades. I also enjoy adventure stories and found all
three of the books in this series to be a great combination of the two genres. I see much to like in
Mr. Mark Wayne McGinnis ... his writing is exceptional and I look forward to reading more of his
books (especially in this series, Ship Wreck, Stranded on an Alien World). Keep up the good
work and terrific imagination. - JMThird in the series. Great rollicking adventure scifi story!!I find
myself waiting for more. A little of species crossover from other series but not out of place. More
of a gentle reminder. If another sequel popped up I would buy it. - mchipguruMark Wayne
McGinnis/ Ship Wrecked, Stranded on an Alien World, Book 3To Every species, there is a
champion. I've enjoyed this 3 book series and look forward to the 4th (There had better be a 4th
book!). The quandary as to what is a soul will be an interesting investigation, as I am sure that
the author will pursue. That said, It is hard to put this series down as all of the other books this
author has written! It is well written, well-edited, And Very engaging. I love the characters and
look forward to their growth. - Ebook Tops CustomerFun adventure sci-fi / Mark Wayne McGinnis
doesn't disappointI just like this guy's writing style. his characters pull you right into the story.
They face real, regular-guy struggles even in distant space! The setting in the story feels almost
real and I can visualize the scene. Make sure you read as many of this author's books as you
can! - CircuitsShip Wrecked III / Fantastic Fun SyfyFast action sci-fi never a full moment with
Cameron and his friends. Twists and turns and surprise's keep you wanting to turn the page in
this ever-evolving series with Cameron Heather & Loth and all the other characters, plenty of



action, never a dull moment this story is always shifting you in new directions a great book,
thoroughly enjoyed it. - SDPAmazing Adventure Science Fiction / Ship Wrecked, 3rd book in the
Ship Wrecked SeriesAnother great episode from one of my favorite authors...I really like this
series and hope it continues... - Bob Wilson
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Chapter 1“You know it’s not real, right? That it’s just sprayed on . . .” Heather said in a voice that
bordered on irritation. “Oh, come on, Cam.”Cameron gently slid his fingertips down the contours
of her flat belly, feeling the soft bristles of her blonde, strangely animalistic fur—fur that now
covered virtually every inch of her body. They were both naked, having just made love for the
second time in a row. God, it’s good to be here with her, he thought. He’d almost given up hope
of ever seeing her again. The distant drone of the Aquitaine’s big drives were soothing, and
sleep was now calling to him. Soon the ship, previously designated the Ginott 3, would be
passing through the next slip band. They should probably both get some rest.He kissed her lips
instead of answering.She pulled away, “What is it with all you men? Captivated by things that are
weird or abnormal?”His fingertips stopped at her bellybutton. “All us men?”She closed her eyes
and shook her head—he could tell she regretted her choice of words. “I didn’t mean it like that.
You’re twisting what I said.”Cameron had seen the way Deputy Kirk had looked at Heather
earlier, the way he had kept on looking at her ever since their reunion back on Sang Morang.
Now, suddenly, this HOD seemed claustrophobic with the two of them inside, despite how much
he’d longed for her closeness.The tubular device was multifaceted. An inducible deep-sleep
chamber and a comprehensive bio-health facilitator, it was also a full-body-cleanse device. But
right now, all Cameron could think about was getting out of it. That he needed some air. Their
stolen reprieve from an all-too-harsh reality had been broken. It was as if all those little
emergencies, those demands for his attention, had suddenly found their way into the hide-a-way
HOD enclosure.He brushed several strands of her hair from her face. Her voice was just a
whisper now. “I love you, Cam. The last few weeks . . . I wouldn’t have survived any of it if I didn’t
know you were searching for me. Coming for me. You know you are my world, right?”Suddenly,
he felt like an ass, ashamed of this jealousy, especially when she had done nothing to warrant it.
Why am I sabotaging something so amazing? Finally, they had been reunited back on Sang
Morang, the same planet where it had all begun. Where Cameron had originally been marooned.
Where he and the giant Loth had lived and survived in that harsh alien wilderness for so many
months, all while back on Earth, another Loth was laying waste to his small mountain hometown
of Larksburg Stand. Now Earth was being ravaged again, this time by scores of the Loth’s
offspring. How much of the planet was already lost? How many lives taken? Millions? He didn’t



know. What he did know was that he needed to get back there.Cameron drew her in close,
breathing in her sweet scent. Kissing her, he opened his eyes slightly and saw that hers were
already open as well. She was thinking, considering things. She placed a palm on his chest and
moved her mouth away from his. “You know, I was never . . . with him.”“Him?” he asked.“That
Ginott character. I got off that fucking planet with my, um . . . dignity, virtue, whatever, still
intact.”He saw the intensity in her stare. “I believe you. Still, what you went through . . . it was
awful. That you should feel you even need to explain anything is my fault. You were the
victim.”“No.”“No?”“Hey, don’t assign that word to me. I’m no victim; I’m a damn wonder woman!
From the moment I was abducted by that fucking droid XI back on Sang Morang, I fought and
never stopped fighting. And I never gave up. It would have been so easy to find some corner to
hide in, to crawl and cower into. But knowing the Loth was with me on that ship—and then later
on when we’d arrived at the planet, on Winforge, the Loth gave me strength. I knew, somehow,
that together we would survive. And I knew you were looking for me.”Cameron smiled. “And look
at you now. Yeah, you’re right. You’re certainly not a victim. You not only survived being chained
to a post inside a packed arena where wild beasts fought savagely nearby, you were
triumphant.”“Well, in truth, it was the Loth who was triumphant. But I guess it allowed me to use
some smarts,” she said.And that she certainly had. She had told Cameron the story. How it had
been the proprietor of the great arena, the wealthy overlord of that world, Thoran Ginott. He had
dispatched a ship from Winforge, looking for great beasts to battle within his arena, for alien
degenerates from all over the nearby star system to come and make their wagers as to which
gladiator-like combatant creature would survive. And it had been one of Ginott’s vessels that had
absconded with Heather and the Loth from Sang Morang. Ginott had chained her to a post,
dressed as some stereotype of a defenseless virgin, clad in a flowing white nighty. But the Loth
had won its battle against a far larger beast, and it had come to Heather’s rescue. Once the Loth
had one of its tentacles wrapped around Ginott’s body, once the overlord was tightly secured in
its grip, Heather was holding all the proverbial cards. Her demands were straightforward. All the
beasts being held on Winforge were to be freed. She and her friends, and of course the Loth,
were free to leave. And one more thing—his prized modern spacecraft, the Ginott 3, which she
had insisted on renaming the Aquitaine, was to be hers.Suddenly, a familiar voice filled the HOD.
“Emergency! Emergency! Hull breach detected. Atmosphere is venting. Life support systems
compromised.”Cameron recognized the voice as Alice’s, an AI cyborg being he had known on
the Aquitaine’s sister ship, the Primion. But of course, the Alice he knew was not, could not, be
onboard this vessel. She was gone.Both Heather and Cameron hurried to get dressed within the
combined space.“What is she talking about?” Heather asked, her eyes wide with concern.“I
don’t know, but we need to get to the bridge fast and see what’s happening.”

Chapter 2By the time Cameron and Heather had reached the bridge, the others onboard had
started to shuffle in. The hour was late, and most, evidenced by their mussed hair and
bedraggled appearance, had been awakened by the still-wailing klaxon.“Can someone please



turn that damn thing off?” Cameron yelled above the noise.The ship’s cyborg, Tori, whom they
had been introduced to just prior to liftoff from Sang Morang, bowed her head slightly. The
klaxon went quiet.Heather and Cameron exchanged a quick glance. Tori had dramatically
altered her appearance in the few hours since they had first met. No longer a plain-Jane, no
longer robotic-looking with polished chrome from head to toe, she now had shoulder-length
black hair, bright blue eyes, and lifelike flesh. She also seemed to have grown a few strategically
placed feminine curves. All in all, she now looked surprisingly human.Heather spoke under her
breath. “She looks like a dumbed-down version of Alice. Why is she trying to look like
her?”Cameron had no answer for that. One by one, others meandered onto the bridge. No one
looked happy being awakened at such an ungodly hour. As far as Cameron knew, this was
everybody now onboard the Aquitaine, with the exception of the Loth, who was secured within a
hold several levels below them. Cameron did a quick headcount. Passengers and crew here
totaled fifteen. There were those whom Cameron had arrived with onto Sang Morang onboard
the little squab-lift spacecraft. That included Heather’s father, Sheriff Christy, and his deputy,
Kirk. Others onboard Cameron’s squab-lift included the android Sanu, Rand the Thidion alien,
the bat-like and very dangerous Hengtied Portule, whose name was Joe, and a robot named
Thack. Then there were those who were part of Heather’s group and had already been aboard
the Aquitaine: the humans Manny and Cleeanne, a sour-faced alien Craing named Phonk, a
medical bot named Radiant 211, and Captain Peel, a short and dark-haired human of about fifty,
who was the vessel’s skipper.Then Cameron saw XI, and he was not happy about it. The fact the
droid was still in existence, let alone operational, was cause for true concern.“What is this all
about?” Sheriff Christy said, stepping forward and using his deep, authoritative voice to let
everyone know he was the man in charge. He wasn’t, but at well over six-and-a-half feet tall,
barrel-chested, and with a shiny, domed pate, he could be fairly intimidating looking.Another
voice spoke up. “What kind of fucking operation are you running here, missy?” Phonk, the short
Craing, turned an angry grimace toward Tori.More alarms had begun to sound all around the
bridge. Captain Peel, Tori, and even Radiant 211 were seated behind one console or another, all
frantically tapping away on their consoles.Captain Peel said, “I apologize for the inconvenience.
But this is an emergency situation. Upon leaving the last slip band, the Aquitaine sustained
substantial damage. Making sudden course changes, even slight ones, can evoke a cataclysmic
outcome. We’re looking into what happened, if it was accidental or . . . somehow an act of
deliberate sabotage.”Alarm bells went off in Cameron’s head. But before he could press further
on the matter, Tori spoke over her shoulder. “We have a breach to the hull. Consequently,
atmosphere is venting into space from Levels 5 and 6, above us.”The hovering XI droid whisked
from the bridge compartment to the very back, where it disappeared into an open hatchway
situated below a curved staircase. If this vessel’s design was similar to that of the Primion, and
so far it seemed to be, the ship’s primary AI, called TAM, would be housed within that area.
Cameron took several steps to his left to get a better angle to see into the somewhat-darkened
compartment. Sure enough, he saw it was another kind of hall of glowing doughnuts. Each stood



upright and over seven feet in height. Even from this angle, he could see straight through the first
of the circular, doughnut-hole centers. The others would be situated one after the other, lined up
along the curvature of the compartment, each softly glowing with their faint bluish casts. Like the
bridge, that compartment was also oval-shaped.Turning back to the bridge, Cameron noticed
that Tori was looking back at him while her fingers still moved in a blur of motion at her console.
Cameron knew that the cyborg and TAM were interconnected. Tori, like Alice before her, was
more or less the physical interface for the TAM AI. Although, she could also work autonomously,
if the situation arose.“What the hell is that droid doing here?” Heather asked. “You can’t actually
be trusting it, giving it any real responsibility? You do know XI has tried to kill me.” She glanced
over to Cameron. “Both of us, on multiple occasions. The thing’s a fucking killer. It’s
diabolical!”The sheriff sent a disapproving glance toward his daughter. “Language please,
Heather.”She rolled her eyes.“XI’s root programming has been thoroughly cleansed. It’s no
longer influenced by any of the earlier Winforge directives. At present, we need the droid’s help,”
Tori said.“Can you fix it? The hull breach?” the sheriff asked.“No. Not with the limited crew
onboard the Aquitaine. The best we can do is isolate Levels 5 and 6 from the rest of the ship. But
even doing that will only put off the inevitable—the total loss of breathable air onboard this
vessel.”“So is that the full extent of the damage?” asked Manny, gesturing toward a series of
flashing red lights on a nearby console. Cameron remembered Heather mentioning that the
muscular young woman had been one of the arena fighters back on Winforge. She looked to be
one tough chick.Captain Peel shook his head before sharing a discerning look with Tori.She
spoke for the two of them as she got to her feet. “The Aquitaine has also sustained damage to
one of its drive’s antimatter containment fields. Although we are in the process of shutting that
drive down, we must land to make proper repairs—repairs that will ensure the containment
field’s integrity can be maintained. And as mentioned, the breach must be fixed as well. Simply
put, there is not sufficient breathable air to make the extended voyage all the way to Earth. So
we must change course. We must land somewhere nearby. Replenish our onboard air reserves
and complete the necessary repairs, as mentioned.”“Okay, so let’s do that,” Cameron said with a
shrug.Tori nodded her approval.“Wait a minute . . . how long will that take? These repairs and all
that you mentioned?” the sheriff asked.Tori said, “It could take anywhere from a week to a
month, depending on the service capabilities on the planet. The Aquitaine is highly advanced.
Well beyond most—”“A month! No way I’m getting waylaid out here for another month while that
infestation of monsters continues their destruction back on Earth.”Captain Peel spoke up. “The
issue is that the nearest acceptable planet, Caprice Loland—with a breathable, compatible
atmosphere—is 0.6 light years’ distance from our current location in space. Simply put, our air
reserves will not last long enough for all of you, us, to survive.”“I have a suggestion,” Tori offered.
“We have ample escape pods onboard the Aquitaine. Each pod has room for four individuals.
Each can be pre-programmed to advance through the various slip bands and make the trek
back to Earth. There, the pods will land automatically. You can decide where. So, you see, there
is no need for any of you to continue on onboard this vessel.”“So what are we waiting for? Let’s



get off this doomed ship,” Phonk said smiling, his beady eyes looking for approval between
Cameron and the sheriff.Heather nodded her head, looking optimistic. “Excellent! We can break
up into three groups of four . . . three pods headed for Earth?”Cameron eyed Joe, the fifteen-foot-
tall Hengtied Portule. Would he even fit inside such cramped quarters? Then he thought about
the forty-foot-tall Loth undoubtedly sleeping within the hold somewhere below them.He let out a
breath. “It’s a pretty good plan.” He looked over at Heather. “I’ll catch up to you as soon as
possible. Maybe find a way to shorten that repair-time estimate.”“What are you talking about?
You’re coming with us, with me!” Heather said.Before Cameron could reply, Deputy Kirk said,
“It’s that damn beast of his. No way he’ll leave it behind.”Grimacing, Heather closed her eyes and
opened them again. “Of course. Sorry I forgot, Cam. But certainly, the captain can deliver the
Loth later.” She looked to Captain Peel. “Surely you have enough air for the Loth to
survive?”“Actually, no. Nowhere near sufficient for a prolonged journey. But we do have
environmental suits.” He eyed Joe, the tips of the alien’s high-reaching wings protruding up
behind his shoulders. “Suits that are designed for the humanoid anatomy, or the like.”Kirk
momentarily smiled before changing his expression to one of concern. He placed a consoling
hand on Heather’s shoulder. “Sometimes sacrifices have to be made. Hey, the needs of the
many outweigh the needs of the few, right? We need to get home, Heather. You need to get
home. And then we can do needed recognizance . . . for when the Aquitaine shows up later.”She
ignored his words and the hand on her shoulder. That sounded ridiculous to her, but perhaps
there was some kind of logic to it. “So, you’re telling me that our oversized organics, as you put it,
wouldn’t survive a trip to this Caprice Loland?”“That is correct,” Tori said. “I’m sorry. You must all
leave, and soon. And our Hengtied Portule friend certainly could occupy a pod by itself,
no?”“Well, that still leaves the Loth suffocating down there in its hold. There must be other
planets with breathable air—ones that are closer,” Cameron said.Tori exchanged another glance
with the captain. “Yes, but not ones with adequate facilities for making repairs to an advanced
starship such as this one. I’m sorry.”Cameron gestured toward the primary view screen. “Fine,
let’s forget about the repairs for now. Show me any nearby planet that has a suitable
atmosphere, an environment that supports life.”“No!” Heather rebelled. “You’re not doing that,
Cam!”He raised his palms up to her—a just-let-me-speak kind of gesture. “Listen to me, I’m not
leaving the Loth here on this ship to suffocate. We’ve been through too much together. So, don’t
even try arguing with me.” Cameron faced the captain. “Look, find me a compatible planet close
by. Before landing, you can send off a distress call, a mayday or whatever. Surely there are other
ships that traverse this section of space?”Captain Peel did not look convinced. He moved over to
the closest console while shaking his head. The view screen came alive. A bright green world
was displayed there, slowly rotating on its axis. Fluffy, Earth-like white clouds covered much of
the sky. Peel glanced down to the console. “This is a visual representation of GLe33445 . . . um,
someone named it Volegare. Unexplored for the most part, and little is known about the world.
TAM database has only preliminary, unsubstantiated information about it. What it does say is
there are lifeforms, flying and ground-based beasts, but probably no indigenous intelligent life.



Certainly no advanced technology. A number of ships have attempted landings. This world is
categorized as extremely dangerous. Designated on all interstellar maps as Off Limits.”“And
you’re saying this is the only planet near enough to get to before all our breathable air is gone?”
Heather asked.The captain nodded.

Chapter 3As it turned out, the continuous venting of the Aquitaine’s atmosphere had progressed
at a much faster rate than anticipated. The ship was currently in the process of changing course.
Anyone leaving would need to be secured onboard an escape pod within the next few minutes.“I
don’t want to go without you, Cam,” Heather said as the two of them stood outside the hatchway
of Escape Pod 1. Her arms were wrapped tightly around his waist as she looked up into his
eyes.Behind her, Cameron saw that Sheriff Christy and Kirk were situating the provisions for
their ten-day trip. The sphere-like pod was actually more like a mini-spacecraft than a simple pod
—there were four seats, a separate bathroom, a kitchenette, and a sort of command bay, which
provided minimal navigation controls.“I should be staying here with you.”Cameron shook his
head. “No. Stay with your father. I’ll be joining you back on Earth before you know it, I promise.
The truth is, it’ll be best if I don’t have to worry about you on Volegare.”“Hey! Haven’t I proven I
can take care of myself?”“Sure. You’re a badass. But do this for me, okay? Please.”“We’ll stay in
touch via the pod’s comms. I want to speak to you . . . see you every day. Maybe more than
that.”“Fine, I want that too,” Cameron said, giving her a kiss.“We have to go!” came Kirk’s voice
from within the pod.Cameron shot the deputy a look of annoyance.“Just ignore him,” Heather
said. “Promise me you’ll be careful. And you’ll get back to me soon. Don’t make me come after
you.”“I promise.”“Just so you know, I transferred executive control to you. I don’t want Peel having
the ability to override your commands. Take good care of her—I think I might miss owning a
spaceship,” she said.“You think of everything. Now get going so I can secure the hatch.” He
watched as she stepped down into the pod. Of course, Kirk was there to take her hand—help
her as if she was some kind of poor damsel in distress. With her back still turned away from
Cameron, the deputy took the opportunity to smile up at him. He mouthed the words, “Take your
time.”Cameron in turn flipped him the bird just prior to swinging the hatch all the way closed. He
heard the internal latching mechanism click into place. On the nearby bulkhead, he tapped in a
code that Tori had given him earlier. Immediately, a secondary panel slid down from above and
made a thump, vacuum-sealing noise as it secured into place.All three pods were poised for
extraction out into space. Sheriff Christy, Deputy Kirk, and Heather were situated here in Escape
Pod 1. Cameron strode past Escape Pod 3, seeing it was already closed up with its secondary
panel lowered into place. Inside, there were Cameron’s previous squab-lift companions, Sanu
and Rand. They had chosen not to go to Earth, instead selecting a planetary system two light
years in the opposite direction—accessible through a single nearby slip band, with a day’s
journey on the other side. And finally was Escape Pod 2, which still had its hatch wide open.
Inside, Cameron saw Manny and Cleeanne seated together, who Cameron had just learned
were actually a couple. They had selected to follow Heather back to Earth. Why they’d want to go



anywhere near there in these times was a mystery to him. Clearly, they’d built a strong friendship
with Heather back on Winforge.“You ladies ready for me to button things up?”Looking annoyed,
Manny said, “We’re still waiting on Phonk. You see the little weasel out there
anywhere?”Cameron glanced around the passageway. “Sorry, no.”Suddenly, a life-size virtual
holographic display popped into view several paces away from him. It was Tori. He remembered
these ultra-real, life-sized projections from back on the Primion. She said, “We need to send
those three pods on their way, Cameron. And do so now. One minute and counting . . .”Cameron
yelled out, “Phonk! Damn it, Phonk, where the hell are you? Phonk!” He stared down the
deserted passageway. The last person Cameron would want to stay behind was that cranky little
alien.Thirty seconds . . .“I’m sorry, I have to close this hatch,” he said to Manny and
Cleeanne.“Don’t be, we’re more than happy to leave the little shit here with you.” Both women
snickered unapologetically.Cameron took one more glance down the passage. Before swinging
the hatch closed, he said, “Safe travels. Hey, can you keep an eye on Heather for me back on
Earth?”“You got it,” Manny said.Cameron slammed the hatch shut and ensured he heard the
locking mechanism click into place.“. . . ten . . . nine . . . eight . . . seven . . . six . . .”Phonk, now
appearing at the far end of the passageway, was running. Out of breath, he yelled, “Stop! I’m
here! Open that hatch!”“. . . three . . . two . . . one.”Cameron heard three distinct mini-explosions
as the escape pods were jettisoned out into space, one after another.“Get it back here! Get that
pod back here right now!” Phonk yelled, his two little fists raised up toward Cameron. He was
making a kind of sneer, displaying two rows of small, pointed teeth. “You don’t want to fuck with
me, human. You don’t want me as your enemy.”“Sorry, it’s out of my hands. The captain was in
charge of deploying the pods. Talk to him. But I think you’re stuck here with the rest of us.”“No!
That is not an option for me.”Between the little white-knuckled fists and that ridiculous sneer,
Cameron found the whole situation oddly funny. He laughed and then shrugged. “Come on, it
won’t be that bad, Phonk.”The Craing man apparently didn’t much like Cameron’s response, and
proceeded to punch him in the nuts. Twice.Doubled over, brought to his knees, Cameron fought
back the urge to throw up. He glared at the vicious little gnome now standing before him.
Gasping, Cameron said, “You ever touch me again, I’ll toss you out an airlock.”“Yeah . . . just try
it.” Phonk turned on his heels and left the same way he’d come.By the time Cameron arrived
back on the bridge, he could see Volegare, and not just a visual representation of the green
world—it was right there, up on the view screen. He noticed Joe was no longer present, nor
Phonk. Tori was seated at her console, tapping away. He noticed her bemused smile.She
glanced his way. “Do you need medical attention? Radiant 211, I believe, is back within the
medical bay.”“No. I’m fine. So we’re already here . . . Volegare?”Captain Peel interjected. “Coming
here was your choice. One I’m not even remotely happy with. Any preference where you’d like
me to put down?”“Somewhere flat, maybe near fresh water?” Cameron said, stepping closer to
the view screen. “Looks pretty dense. Jungle-like. Don’t suppose you see any clearings?”“Not
that I can find,” he said.The ship shuddered and then began to shake more violently. Cameron
reached for something to hold on to. “What’s happening?”“Starboard Drive . . . I told you, the



antimatter containment field is failing. We need to get ourselves onto the surface, and fast,” Tori
said.“So, we wouldn’t have made it to Caprice Loland for repairs anyway?” Cameron asked,
feeling somewhat vindicated in his decision to come to this remote planet.The captain didn’t
answer him. Instead, he barked off a cacophony of new commands to Tori and the XI
droid.Cameron had expected the Aquitaine to settle into an initial high orbit around the planet,
but they were already descending into the atmosphere.“Best you find a seat and strap yourself
in,” Tori said. “Seems we’re dropping into a raging storm that’s encompassing much of the
planet’s southern hemisphere.”Lights flickered on and off, and the klaxon began wailing
again.“Shit! Power fluctuations!” Captain Peel yelled.The view screen showed their descent was
happening far too fast.“Starboard thrusters are inactive!” Tori said.“Can’t you just use the port-
side thrusters?” Cameron suggested.“You want to flip this craft over onto its back?” the captain
yelled back. “No, we’ll have to attempt a kind of modified crash landing. I’m leveling us out as
best I can, making our approach vector as parallel to the surface as possible.”Instead of an
indistinct blanket of green, Cameron was now able to make out more of the individual planetary
fauna—massive, leafy plants and lone, tall trees. Bright blue bolts of lightning flashed again and
again. The ship began to tilt nose down.“Damn it, XI, you need to compensate. Decrease those
aft stabilizers while increasing forward—”The captain’s words were cut short as the Aquitaine
struck something solid on the surface, bringing the ship to a rapid stop. Peel’s body was
catapulted headfirst into the forward bulkhead. Limp as a ragdoll, the captain flopped down to
the deck.Violently thrown forward himself, Cameron was thankful he’d taken Tori’s advice to
strap himself in as his body strained against the bonds. The overhead bridge lights had gone
out, replaced by a constant strobing of red emergency lights. It was apparent the ship was sitting
at an angle. Dust and debris filled the air, and the klaxon alarm persisted. Cameron yelled, “TAM!
Turn off that alarm!”The klaxon went quiet. Cameron stared into the murky darkness, and for the
first time noticed Tori was no longer seated at the nearby console. And XI was no longer
hovering off to the left. He then thought of Joe, who was somewhere else within the confines of
the ship, perhaps dead from the impact. And the Loth—Oh God . . . the Loth.

Chapter 4“TAM, are you still functional?” Cameron asked.“Affirmative . . . but to a lesser degree. I
have sustained damage to my—”He cut the AI off. “Can you provide information on the Loth?
Determine if it has been injured?”It took several moments before the Alice voice came back.
“Minor injuries. The Loth will most likely recover on its own without medical
intervention.”Cameron let out a sigh of relief. “And how about Joe, the Hengtied Portule
onboard . . . well, somewhere?”“Joe is unconscious. I will dispatch Radiant to assist.”Cameron
nodded and thought of asking about Phonk’s condition, but then again, he didn’t really
care.Getting to his feet, Cameron had to admit the captain had done an admirable job
performing his intended modified crash-landing in spite of the Aquitaine’s mechanical issues.
The ship seemed to still be in one piece. Now, kneeling down next to the skipper’s body, seeing
the unnatural rotation of his head, he didn’t need a medical degree to determine the man had



suffered a broken neck.He searched the bridge and finally found Tori’s form tucked in between
two side-by-side consoles. As gently as possible, he lifted her scrunched body free of the narrow
confines and laid her down onto the deck flat on her back. He’d noticed her body was somewhat
lighter than that of a comparably sized human.“TAM, what can you tell me about this cyborg . . .
Tori?”“Tori’s self-assessment protocols have been invoked. Still waiting on physical
assessment.”Just then, Tori’s eyes opened wide.Cameron leaned over her. “Hey, you okay? You
took quite a spill there. Don’t think a human would have survived that.” He glanced toward the
captain’s body. “Actually, I know a human wouldn’t have survived that.”“Yes, my sensors confirm
Captain Peel is deceased.”“Um . . . can I help you up?”“No need,” she said, sitting up without
using her arms, a clear reminder of just how inhuman this cyborg actually was.There’d been one
more here on the bridge at the time of the crash. Cameron peered in between several other
consoles, but he couldn’t see XI anywhere.Feeling a tap on his shoulder, he saw Tori’s
outstretched arm. She was pointing upward. Cameron followed the direction of her extended
finger to where XI’s beer-keg-like canister was half imbedded into the forward view
screen.“Damn, hate to see a good piece of equipment broken like that. And I mean the view
screen, not the droid,” he said.“That was an attempt at humor, was it not?” she asked, slightly
tilting her head to the side.“I guess. What can you tell me about the ship’s condition? Damage
incurred during the landing?”“I will need to run further diagnostics”“Yeah, that would be good,
thanks. One more thing—did anyone send off that mayday, a distress call, prior to us crash-
landing here?”“Negative,” Tori said.“Why the hell not?”She simply stared back at him,
expressionless.Crackling noises came from up above them. XI was attempting to extricate itself
from the view screen using its two articulating arms. Eventually, it found success and was soon
hovering—seemingly no worse for wear. It lowered itself down to eye level and spoke. “There is
much damage to the Aquitaine. Do you have a preference where I should begin the making of
repairs?”Cameron waited for Tori to respond, and then realized the droid had been speaking to
him. That’s right, Heather did pretty much put me in charge. “Why don’t you start with replacing
that view screen you just destroyed? And try to be more careful next time.”XI flew off without
comment. Tori looked up at him with a bemused expression. “Again with the humor?”Cameron
shrugged. “Um . . . I guess.”Ten minutes later, Cameron was making his way down the ultra-wide
corridor of Level 1. Massive holding cells lined both sides of the aisle. Some had Plexiglas-style
cages, while others were simple metal bars, like you’d find at any zoo back on Earth. This was
where captive beasts from any number of planets were being held. Previously, they would have
found their new home on Winforge—where they would have been prepped and later sent to
battle other beasts for their very survival. He’d noticed them before, when he’d first arrived here
on the Aquitaine. Not every holding cell was occupied now, but a good many of them had
residents. Perhaps these were the ones that had been yet to be unloaded—he wasn’t sure. Now,
he had no idea what was to become of them. He passed by what looked to be some kind of
large serpent—although it had stout, strong-looking limbs, and its head was closer to that of a
bottle-nosed dolphin than that of a typical snake. Intelligent eyes stared back at him as he



passed. Surprisingly, the sound it made was not so different from that of an actual dolphin—a
series of clicks and whistles. Cameron stopped to stare at the beast a moment. Having an
eidetic memory since birth, his mind recalled the specific reference for such sounds. During the
last few years with his foster parents in Larksburg Stand, he’d pored over a nearly complete
series of the World Book Encyclopedia—books that had pretty much been his last remaining
childhood possession.Volume D, pp. 253: Scientific studies maintain that a region within the
nasal cavity is the site of all bottlenose dolphin sound production. This unique complex, referred
to as the dorsal bursa, includes “phonic lips”—tissue structures that inhabit nasal passages.
When air pushes through the nasal passage, past the phonic lips, the surrounding tissue
vibrates, producing the various sounds.He offered up a friendly wave and moved on. Geez, what
am I going to do with them all? He looked up to the metal crossbeams some fifty feet overhead.
“TAM, are these creatures being cared for? Being fed?”Tori’s voice boomed from somewhere up
above. “Affirmative. There are six CareBots allocated to this Level. Hydration as well as nutrient-
rich feed, customized to each of the organic’s unique digestive tracts, is provided daily.”“And
that’s all still operational? Even after that rough landing?”“Affirmative.”Just then, a hovering
saucer, one the size of a small automobile and with no less than six dangling and clawed
appendages, whisked by him. He saw there was a heaping mound of . . . something, atop it. He
assumed this was one of the CareBots TAM had referred to.He continued down the corridor, the
various imprisoned beasts going quiet as he passed by. He was conscious of his footsteps
echoing off the high, surrounding bulkheads. But all in all, this wasn’t such a bad setup here.
Meticulously clean. And the animals, the creatures, seemed to be well cared for. Not like the last
ship he’d been on—and inevitably shipwrecked on.His track record on interstellar vessels was
not good, and he sometimes wondered if the universe was playing sick jokes on him. His last
ship, the Albergone, had been a kind of bounty hunters’ galactic collection vessel, its crew hired
to capture the most ferocious of beasts from all over the galaxy and deliver them to Winforge.
But that ship was old. Its animals were typically chained in torturous conditions. With the
exception of Joe, the Hengtied Portule, all had been killed back on that planet, Clay. That was
where Alice had died, too. Where she’d sacrificed herself so he could live. He thought about her.
In the end, she was as human as any person he’d ever known. And she had cried real tears prior
to her death.Lost in thought, Cameron nearly jumped out of his skin as a series of ear-crushing
sounds blared off to his left.Honk! Honk! Honk!

Chapter 5Out the window of Escape Pod 1, the flickering trails of light in the deep expanse of
space glowed. Swirling towers of thick gases could be seen far off in the distance. The creation
of life, even within the deep vacuum of space, made Heather feel small in comparison—
especially in that tiny ship. Escape Pod 1 was just a paltry, round, metal capsule hurtling through
the stars on its way to a pale blue dot—light years away.Kirk and her father were restless. They
retold old stories from the force and discussed the problems their small town was facing outside
of the Loth invasion. The conversation always ended the same way—trailed-off silence at the



realization that none of it mattered anymore. None of the old stories, once heroic and exciting,
even held a flame to traveling to distant planets and returning to save the world. And the
problems from before seemed inconsequential. Who could really care about the lease on the old
ballfield or the next county commissioner elections when aliens were threatening the future of
humanity?Heather was happy with the silence. The last few months had been more adventure
than she’d thought she would see in a lifetime—or ten. Even with the three of them crammed into
one small space, Heather was getting the alone time she craved. It was a quiet space in her
head to reflect on her recent ventures and decompress from them. She wasn’t the same
hometown girl she had been when she jumped on that ship with Cam, that was for sure.Kirk’s
voice broke the silence. “Penny for your thoughts, girl?”Heather’s shoulders went stiff. “Nothing,
really. Just thinking about Cam and Loth. I wish they could have come with us. Everything would
be so much simpler that way.”Kirk scoffed. “Yeah, he must really love that thing. I mean, he
picked it over everyone else.”Heather’s fingers dug into the arms of her chair. Her shoulders
squared and her jaw clenched. Kirk had taken her few moments of decompression and turned
them negative. She was agitated as hell at him for always trying to make Cameron look bad.
Even more than that, she was angry at herself for letting him get to her. She knew better.Her
father cleared his throat with force. “There’s no need to worry about that right now. Everyone
needs to take advantage of this little trip and get some rest. We need to be ready to face
whatever we find when we land on Earth.”Her father narrowed his eyes at Kirk and winked at
Heather. She flashed him a smile of gratitude, and they both took his advice. He was right—they
had no idea what they were going to face when they got home. Thoughts of Cam resumed, but
this time they were a bit more hostile.What if it’s true? What if he does prioritize the Loth over
me? We’ve been broken up, and he’s had way more time to form a special bond with that
creature. And the Loth can help Earth in ways I never can . . .Kirk’s words had stuck. Heather
tried everything she could to ignore them, but it wasn’t easy. She rustled around in the chair,
trying to get comfortable. There was no position, no amount of space that could make her brain
more at ease. Relenting, she laid her head against the rest and stared out the small window next
to her. The darkness of space, its shocking stillness, was entrancing, but instead of feeling calm,
Heather was angered. But why? Kirk may not have understood how to woo a girl into his arms,
but he would take a bullet for her, she knew that. His dislike of Cam made him do stupid things,
sure, but was that a crime?One thing Kirk had going for him was his unwavering loyalty. He had
been, and would no doubt continue to be, there for her on Earth. He protected her, even when
she didn’t need protecting. And while things had gotten uncomfortable between them as of late,
when Cam left, he’d been there to be her friend. In fact, there had been a time that she’d relied
on that friendship for support and strength. There had been a time that the thought of Kirk ignited
feelings of caring and comfort, not anger and disgust. I owe him at least a little forgiveness. He
did come all the way to space to save me.Heather’s lungs filled to the brim, and she exhaled
softly. Maybe she owed him a smile or a thank you. By the time she had come to this conclusion,
though, he was fast asleep in his chair. I’ll do better with Kirk. I’ll cut him some slack.She turned



back to the starscape out the window. Lord knows we could all use some of that right
now.Escape Pod 2 barreled through the interstellar heavens with its precious cargo, Manny and
Cleeanne, tucked cozily inside. It was a time of rest and reflection for everyone, not just Heather.
It had been many moons since they’d had time all to themselves. Behind the cockpit of chairs
surrounding the large oval command center, Cleeanne had gathered all the blankets on the ship
and made a bed on the floor. Once the silence of the journey had sunk in, the two made the
most out of it. With the other pod in communications reach at any moment, they might not have
had the full privacy they wanted, but neither of them cared much.“The blankets were definitely a
nice touch.” Manny stroked Cleeanne’s shoulder as they lay together, cuddled up.Cleeanne
grinned. “I haven’t been romantic in a while, and I only had so much to work with inside of this
small pod. But I figured it would be a nice touch. We’ve been through so much; I feel like the
universe owes us something. At least five minutes of peace.”Manny twisted her lips. “Be careful
asking the universe for anything. She can be a spiteful bitch. Or she can give you exactly what
you asked for and send us spiraling through space. We’d have plenty of alone time
then.”Cleeanne snorted. “Yeah, especially after our skin freezes off of our dead bodies. Two bags
of bones stuck in a pod for all eternity.”Manny chuckled. “At least it would be quiet. Well, after you
kicked it at least.”Cleeanne gasped, slapping Manny in the side. “You would miss me.”Manny
shrugged and then laughed. “You’re right. I would miss you. And I wouldn’t appreciate being
stuck in this capsule with the smell of your rotting body.”Her partner picked up her head,
narrowing her eyes. “So, no sadness because I kicked the bucket? Just because my body is
radiating stench? Good to know where I stand.”She squeezed Cleeanne’s shoulder. “Don’t be
like that. You know I’m just screwing with you. I’m sure it would be one of those romance movies
where we die together before plummeting to the surface of some dying star.”Cleeanne smiled,
nuzzling into Manny’s chest. “That’s so sweet. You always know how to make up for the dumb
comments to make a girl feel damn special.”“You know me, the nice one,” Manny laughed.
“Speaking of nice people, I wonder how Heather’s pod is fairing?”Cleeanne let out a deep breath
across her partner’s naked skin. Her fingers strummed across her leg, and not a sound came
from her.Manny could tell she had something to say. “Alright, spill it. I know your wheels are
turning.”Picking her head up, Cleeanne said, “Fine, but you asked. I was trying to come up with a
nice way to say it, but there really isn’t one. I guess I’ll just be blunt.”Manny raised an eyebrow.
“Please do.”Cleeanne sat up cross-legged, pulling her shirt back on. “Are you in love with
Heather?”Manny blinked at her. “Talk about a dumb comment—or question, I suppose. You are
seriously asking me, after those crazy maneuvers we just accomplished on this floor, if I am in
love with Heather?”Cleeanne crossed her arms with a pouty lip jutting out. “It’s a valid
question.”With a sigh, Manny responded, “We owe a lot to Heather—she is a natural-born
leader, and she saved both of our lives. So, yes, I appreciate Heather, and care about her very
much. But if you are asking me if I am romantically interested? Not in the least. No . . . I am not in
love with Heather.” She paused. “I am in love with you.”Cleeanne bit her lip, looking sheepish. “I
love you too. I’m sorry, I guess my jealousy gets the best of me sometime.“Pod 2 is approaching



the next slip band,” the pod’s automated voice announced. “Please secure all items and buckle
safety harnesses. Turbulence should be expected exiting the slip band.”Manny’s shoulders came
up and she rolled her eyes. “Back to business we go.”They quickly gathered their things and
buckled in, never experiencing anything other than a small shimmy. Cleeanne knew that safety
was key out here. With it being just the two of them, and the small other group, there would be no
one to help if trouble came. She gripped the chair arms and closed her eyes.“Come on, it’s not
that bad,” Manny laughed. “A little jolt or two. I think you can handle that.”As the ship progressed
through the slip band, the pressure in the pod noticeably increased. Just ignore it, Cleeanne
thought. Instead, she turned her attention to the portal window—muted colors spinning together
like translucent streams of silk. Within moments, the pod exited the portal. Glad it was over, her
breath suddenly caught in her chest as the vessel began to shake and creak. Her eyes went to
the seams and their little metal rivets. Something was hissing. Suddenly, everything went quiet.
The pod jerked— once, twice, three times. Oh my God . . .

Chapter 6Cameron slid a hand down the side of the Loth’s gargantuan form. “Shhh,
soon.”“Honk, Honk, Hunt!” Loth barked in a low tone.Cameron felt bad for his old friend. He also
knew there was nothing he could do for Loth. Nature would just have to take its course. Cameron
inspected the bleeding, oozing nubs. Hell, the creature wouldn’t even be able to walk, much less
hunt, for some time now—no way it could defend itself. Clearly, the beast didn’t care. It just
wanted what it wanted. Looking at its pathetic state of being, Cameron wished he had done a
better job protecting it.“Cameron, I am here.” Radiant pushed through the gate, moving quickly.
“The crash brought much need for our medical attention.”Cameron stepped aside while Radiant
inspected Loth’s numerous wounds. He nervously chewed the inside of his lip, watching the
medical android work. Here they were, crash-landed on yet another dangerous planet—and with
the looming possibility they may be marooned here indefinitely. Cameron feared his choice to
come here may lead to their ultimate demise. He calmed his mind, breathing in and out, in and
out. Loth was his primary concern right now. After that, Joe and himself.“It looks as if the Loth is
not healing at the normal, accelerated pace for such species,” Radiant explained. “This is most
likely due to the present lack of a nutrient-rich diet. We will need to adjust for this in order to
assist in the creature’s healing process.”Loth shifted uncomfortably, its eyes following Radiant’s
movements. Cameron looked closer at his wounded and shredded tentacles. “Perhaps these
stumps will need to be, um, better severed? I’ve seen this before . . . maybe there’s too much
damage to allow proper new growth?”Radiant nodded. “Yes, perhaps. I will check the TAM
database to see if there is any updated information on Loths. You may need to come to terms,
though—the creature may not survive its injuries. I am sorry.”Hearing those words, Cameron
wanted to punch the kind-faced robot in the face. But he didn’t. “So, what about Joe?” Cameron
would need Joe’s help to get out of this mess. “How bad are his injuries? I know the crash took
its toll on him, too. “Radiant nodded toward the bulkhead. “I checked on him earlier. Joe refuses
medical attention from any of the droids. Or from me, for that matter. He is currently wrapped in



his cocoon. What I do know is that the jelly-like substance within his cocoon . . . it is amazing. We
may find he can overcome his own injuries if left alone.”Cameron breathed a sigh of relief and
gestured toward the corridor. “And the other animals?”Radiant straightened, his android face
expressionless. “Most have sustained only minor injuries. But until more medical droids come
online, we will remain understaffed.”A line formed between Cameron’s brows. “I’m sorry Radiant,
but what other medical droids? I thought that every functional bot was already
operational.”Radiant put his hands behind his back. “The Aquitaine is a large ship. Add to that
the fact that we have just endured a nearly catastrophic event . . . it would take nearly an army of
medical droids to attend to so many injured. The good news? There are indeed more droids
within onboard holds, yet to be activated, that can be re-programmed for such duties here on
board the Aquitaine. Again, though, they have yet to be initialized into active duty.”Cameron’s
mouth fell open, and he stuttered through his words. “I . . . wait. You’re telling me we are
marooned on a strange planet, a good portion of our staff is either injured or inoperable, and
we’ve had an army of droids just sitting somewhere in a dusty storage
compartment?”“Technically, they are mounted to their docking stations,” Radiant replied, not
reacting to the inflection of anger in Cameron’s voice. “Had I been capable and secured with the
clearance, I would have enacted them. As it is, they are currently under your orders and Tori’s
control.”
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books in this series to be a great combination of the two genres. I see much to like in Mr
McGinnis's writing and look forward to reading more of his books (especially in this series). I only
wish he would tone down the use of the "F-bomb" which really isn't necessary in anyone's
vocabulary and doesn't add anything to the excitement of the story. Keep up the good work and
terrific imagination.”

Mso, “Great read. I am a big fan of the space opera genre or as I like to think of them as the wild
west in outerspace. I grew up with all the different versions of Star Trek and loved them all. Mr.
McGinnis has captured all of that wonderfull world in an awe inspiring way. These books are
among the very best I have ever read. I have become a true fan of Mr. McGinnis and look forward
to reading all of his books. Thank you and keep up the great work.”
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as good as most of his books but still an enjoyable read. The story was good and the characters
were interesting.  If or when the next book comes out I will look forward to reading it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Is this really the end?. It sure doesn't sound like it. Sounds as if future
stories will materialize. I liked the series. Not as good as the Scrap yard series, but interesting
nevertheless. Hopefully, Mark will return to write another in the Scrap yard series.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “To Every species there is a champion. I've enjoyed this 3 book series and
look forward to the 4th (There had better be a 4th book!).The quandary as to what is a soul will
be an interesting investigation, as I am sure that the author will pursue. That said, It is hard to put
this series down has all of the other books this author written! It is well written, well edited, And
Very engaging. I love the characters and look forward to their  growth.”

Nancy W, “Destiny. If I ever have the chance to go into space, I hope it’s not with Cameron. That
boy has serious bad juju. And yet he keeps overcoming the odds. So does Heather. What a
couple! But I would like to know more about this destiny.”



Cy, “Ship Wrecked IV, V, VI. Well done, I enjoyed the 3 books, seems to me that the Trilogy?
could have went on and on.Very easy reading.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great read. Lind of hoped it would end well seemed.a bit rushed at the end
would have liked a bit more ending”

Bob B, “What a great author!. Although in this book the author uncharacteristically lost his way
for a while, he gathered it all up in the end and made another cracker of an adventure.”

The book by Mark Wayne McGinnis has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 461 people have provided
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